[BC]2 Conference

What is bioinformatics?

[BC]2 Conference 2013

Over the past 30 years, new biological research techniques, along with developments in information technology, have increased both the amount and complexity of biological data. This is why
scientists must often apply information technology to biological problems – a science called bioinformatics. Life scientists use bioinformatics to store, process and analyse large amounts of data
to advance their knowledge and understanding of biological processes. This, in turn, can lead to
scientific breakthroughs that enhance our quality of life in fields such as designing better medical
treatments or improving crop yields.

The 11 [BC] Basel Computational Biology Conference 2013 on “Computational and Biological
Perspectives on Human Genome Variation” took place on 4 and 5 July at the Congress Centre
in Basel.
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Break in 2014 and new format in 2015
After 11 years of existence, [BC]2 will take a break in 2014, the time to remodel the concept of this
conference and to come back in 2015 with a brand new format!
The new format will be much like the ECCB’12 conference, which SIB organized in 2012 with
great success and which attracted over 1,200 participants. More information about the brand new
[BC]2 Conference will be provided in 2014. Meanwhile, you can already mark the dates on your
calendar: 8-10 June 2015.

SIB honours three young bioinformaticians for their outstanding research work
At the 11th [BC]2 Computational Biology Conference in Basel, SIB announced the winners of the
2013 SIB Awards. The SIB Young Bioinformatician Award and the SIB Best Graduate Paper
Award, CHF 10,000 and CHF 5,000 respectively, are given yearly by SIB to recognize excellent
young bioinformaticians.
 Young Bioinformatician Award
Annamaria Necsulea was rewarded for her work on “The
evolution of vertebrate tissue transcriptomes”. Anamaria
carried out the research leading to her award within the
Functional Evolutionary Genomics group led by Henrik
Kaessmann at the University of Lausanne.
From left to right: Charles Vejnar,
Anamaria Necsulea and Slavica Dimitrieva

About SIB www.isb-sib.ch
SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics is an academic not-for-profit foundation, recognized of public
utility and which federates bioinformatics activities throughout Switzerland. Its two-fold mission
is to provide world-class core bioinformatics resources to the life science research community at
both the national and international levels in key fields such as genomics, proteomics and systems
biology, as well as to lead and coordinate the field of bioinformatics in Switzerland.
It has a long-standing tradition of producing state-of-the-art software for the life science research
community, as well as carefully annotated databases. SIB includes 46 world-class research and
service groups that bring together over 650 researchers in the fields of proteomics, transcriptomics,
genomics, systems biology, structural bioinformatics, evolutionary bioinformatics, modelling,
imaging, biophysics and population genetics in Basel, Bern, Fribourg, Geneva, Lausanne, Lugano
and Zurich. SIB expertise is widely appreciated and its infrastructure and bioinformatics resources
are used by life science researchers worldwide.

 SIB Best Graduate Paper Award
This year we have two co-winners of the SIB Best Graduate
Paper Award. They share the cash prize of CHF 5,000.

Slavica Dimitrieva is a PhD student in the Computational Cancer Genomics Group led by Philipp
Bucher at EPFL, Lausanne. She has been studying the vertebrate ultraconserved non-coding
elements (UCNEs) which is one of the major mysteries in current biology and was honoured
for her thesis: “Genomic context analysis reveals a dense interaction network among vertebrate
ultraconserved non-coding elements”.

Bioinformatics Resource Portal

More than 130 bioinformatics
resources for life science
researchers worldwide, such as:

Charles Vejnar did his PhD under the supervision of Evgeny Zdobnov at the University of Geneva,
and is now a Postdoc at Yale University (USA) in the Giraldez Lab. Charles was rewarded for his
thesis: “miRmap: Comprehensive prediction of microRNA target repression strength”.

• Translate
• ProtParam
• SWISS-MODEL
• STRING
• PROSITE
• neXtProt
• SwissRegulon
• UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
• ViralZone
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Editorial

SIB deserves our support

Progress in life science research requires long years
of collaboration and exchanges of expertise among
institutions, research groups and scientists. These
long years of hard work often go largely unnoticed by
the general public until major breakthroughs illustrate
how these efforts contribute to improving our lives.
In just the last five months, some clear examples
made the role of bioinformatics more obvious and
understandable. SIB and bioinformatics have, for
instance, entered the lives of pregnant women through
the success and commercialization of the first Swiss
non-invasive prenatal test allowing detection of the
most frequent trisomies from a mother’s blood sample.
This is just one concrete example of how bioinformatics can make a direct contribution
to health and well-being. And given SIB’s many collaborations with the academic and
industrial worlds, more examples will certainly follow in the near future. The importance
of bioinformatics has also taken on a European dimension as Switzerland has just
signed the ELIXIR International Consortium Agreement. The European Life Science
Infrastructure for Biological Information has now passed from the preparatory phase to
reality and SIB, as ELIXIR’s Swiss node, will play a key role in this project and in the
future of Life Sciences.

Last June, the SIB Foundation Council welcomed a
new President. Senator Felix Gutzwiller – member of
the Council of States at the Swiss Parliament where
he chairs the Committee for Science, Education and
Culture – has accepted this commitment with great
pleasure and enthusiasm.

Bioinformatics integrates great hopes for health improvement and also for other Grand
Challenges faced by our society, such as food and energy production, sustainability
and environmental protection. Recently, pioneers in Molecular Modelling were awarded
a Nobel Prize, perhaps this is a sign that such disciplines are gaining recognition in the
scientific community and perhaps this Nobel Prize is only the first of many in the field
of bioinformatics!
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Felix Gutzwiller received a medical degree from the
University of Basel in 1974 and did post-graduate training
at both Harvard University and Johns Hopkins University.
He received his PhD in Public Health from Johns Hopkins
University in 1981.
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He has received many honours and awards over the
years in the health profession. From 1988 to 2013, he has
been Professor at, and Director of, the Institute of Social
and Preventive Medicine at the University of Zurich. Felix
Gutzwiller’s extensive experience across the full spectrum of
the health sciences field, as well as his role within the Swiss
Parliament, will be of significant value to our Institute, as he
indicated in the following interview.

Swiss Bioinformatics: Why did you accept this role as President of the SIB
Foundation Council, with such spontaneity and enthusiasm?

Since its creation 15 years ago, SIB has always been a visionary institute and, as such,
one of its missions has been the training of the next generation of bioinformaticians.
Our efforts towards the implementation of the SIB Fellowship programme have begun
to bear fruit. Thanks to the support of generous partners, six students, selected on an
international level, were able to start their PhDs within our various groups this year.
Another concrete example of what can be achieved through the pooling of skills and
resources. But we need more partners who understand the need for, and importance
of, attracting and training more brilliant students in the future.
The students who joined SIB this year were officially introduced during the local events
organized for our Institute’s 15th anniversary. During these events, we had the pleasure
of thanking our partner institutions for their unwavering support and we were pleased to
present the core projects on which our groups are currently working. These celebrations
were a successful and well-received demonstration of all the expertise concentrated
within a single institute and of the great potential for intercantonal, interinstitutional and
international collaboration. The future of research lies in interdisciplinary exchanges
and combined know-how and expertise, as emphasized by Senator Felix Gutzwiller,
the recently elected President of SIB’s Foundation Council.

Dec. 2013

Felix Gutzwiller: Today, bioinformatics is inevitably linked to the medical field
and I am myself very actively involved in this domain. What is more, the
combination of informatics and the life sciences is just so captivating because
it offers so many possibilities! SIB is a model for Switzerland as it manages
to coordinate and unite all the available forces and expertise of the diverse
Swiss schools of higher education, and it definitely deserves to be supported.
SB: What possibilities will SIB offer to Swiss research and to the future?
FG: I think that the future of research lies in interdisciplinary exchanges and
combined know-how and expertise. That is what SIB has already been doing
for 15 years. All the expertise present at SIB is the result of the hard work of
researchers within different Swiss institutions and from different fields. SIB has not only a firm footing within
the academic community; it also has very strong links and collaborations with industry. SIB is a model for
Switzerland. We absolutely need to bring all the stakeholders together – academia, industry, education and
all medical professionals – to boost progress and head for new breakthroughs.
SB: How will you support SIB and help the Institute achieve its missions?
FG: My experience in the medical field and my position within the Swiss parliament are combined assets for SIB.
Just as life sciences cannot do without data processing, progress in research is not possible without financial
and political support. Swiss politicians must understand how important bioinformatics is for the life sciences, and
support this discipline in many ways: by making sure that the funding of the Institute will be sustainable and by
enacting laws that encourage scientific progress. I will be SIB’s voice in the parliament to increase politicians’
knowledge of bioinformatics and to help organize education and research in the life sciences.
SB: Based on your experience, how does the future of life science research look? Where will the core focus be?

The end of amniocentesis thanks to bioinformatics?

universitas friburgensis

First Swiss non-invasive prenatal test

UNIVER SITÉ DE FRIBOU RG / U N I VER SI TÄT FREI BURG

FG: Health will unquestionably be the focal point of life science research. And as I said, bioinformatics is a
fascinating field which offers wonderful possibilities. Today, the wealth of data produced in the genetic field
along with all the other types of data regarding human beings must be used to achieve more personalized
medical treatments. For this, all life science disciplines will need to collaborate and combine their expertise
so that we can understand the person as a whole and offer patients more appropriate treatments. Clinical
bioinformatics is a field we need to support.

A phenomenal evolution

IFH

In 2013 alone, eight new groups joined SIB. The evolution of our Institute since its creation – from five to
46 research and service groups – reflects the growing need and role of bioinformatics in life sciences. And
along with the growth of its community, SIB’s range of core resources, expertise and support is also growing.
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Genesupport and Fasteris, a DNA sequencing service, both members of Medisupport, a
network of laboratories specialized in diagnostics, and SIB developed the first Swiss
non-invasive prenatal test.

Institutional members:
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lausanne (EPFL)
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zurich (ETHZ)
• University of Basel
• University of Bern
• University of Fribourg
• University of Geneva
• University of Lausanne
• Università della Svizzera italiana, Lugano
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• University of Zurich
• Geneva School of Business Administration (HEG)
• Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research (LICR)
• Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical
Research (FMI)
• Geneva Bioinformatics (GeneBio) SA
• Hewlett Packard
A full list of SIB research projects can be found at:
www.isb-sib.ch/research/projects

SIB | Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
Quartier Sorge
Bâtiment Génopode
CH-1015 Lausanne
Switzerland
t +41 21 692 40 50
f +41 21 692 40 55
www.isb-sib.ch

Named Prendia, this test is based on “new generation” technologies and is the first
that allows detection of more than 99% of the most frequent trisomies (trisomies 21,
18 and 13) in the foetus, as well as some structural abnormalities from a sample
of the mother’s blood. This is an innovative prenatal diagnostic method, which
complements usual tests and which, unlike invasive methods such as amniocentesis
and chorionic villous sampling, entails no risk of miscarriage.
Swiss Bioinformatics is written by SIB Communications
with contributions from SIB Members.
Editors: Irène Perovsek and Vivienne Baillie Gerritsen
Design and layout: Design-Meyer

The SIB group Vital-IT developed the algorithm which allows for a robust and
early detection of chromosome aberrations, both in terms of number (trisomies)
and structure (structural aberrations). “This test is a very concrete example of how
bioinformatics can make a direct contribution to health”, says Prof. Ioannis Xenarios,
Director of Vital-IT Group.
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SWISS BIOINFORMATICS – DECEMBER 2013
Eight new Group Leaders join SIB
Rémy Bruggmann

Matteo Dal Peraro

Bart Deplancke

Laurent Falquet

Jacques Fellay

Zoltán Kutalik

Patrick Ruch

Daniel Wegmann

Interfaculty Bioinformatics Unit
University of Bern

Laboratory for Biomolecular Modelling
EPFL

Laboratory of Systems Biology and Genetics
EPFL

Bioinformatics Unravelling Group
University of Fribourg

Host-pathogen genomics group
EPFL

Statistical Genetics Group
University of Lausanne

Bibliomics and Text Mining Group
University of Applied Sciences (HES-SO)

Statistical and Computational Evolutionary
Biology – University of Fribourg

The Interfaculty Bioinformatics Unit, led by Rémy
Bruggmann, provides services and expertise
to assist researchers in the three Life Science
Faculties – Science, Medicine, and VetSuisse –
in data analysis and project planning for largescale experiments (e.g., NGS). In general,
researchers do not have the knowledge
and the computational resources to conduct
large-scale data analyses. In a first step, they
discuss the project and its computational
needs with bioinformatics experts. During these
discussions, users are directed to the best
technology for their project and are advised
about how to identify appropriate tools for data
analysis, which is then carried out by Rémy
Bruggmann’s team. One of the Unit’s current
collaborations involves the biology of forgetting
in Drosophila – a SystemsX RTD project –
which is a collaborative programme among
Fribourg, Bern and the US (Reno).

The Laboratory for Biomolecular Modelling, led
by Matteo Dal Peraro, strives to understand the
physical and chemical properties of complex
biological systems, in particular, their function
defined by their structure. To address these
questions, Matteo Dal Peraro and his team are
developing a broad spectrum of computational
tools that are fully integrated with experimental
data. Multiscale models and dynamic integrative
modelling are used to investigate the assembly
and function of molecular assemblies, as
they would be in a cellular environment. One
of the group’s most recent achievements is
a swarm intelligence based method that is
able to predict the arrangement of proteins
in symmetric assemblies, and thus predict a
specific assembly’s function. This approach
was successfully applied to unveil structural and
functional details of the assembly mechanism of
the pore-forming toxin aerolysin as well as that
of the Yersinia type III secretion system.

Gene regulatory networks play a vital role in
metazoan development and function, and their
deregulation frequently account for disease.
The interactions between genes and their regu
latory transcription factors (TFs) form the basis
of gene regulatory networks; understanding
how genetic variation affects them is therefore
essential. They are still poorly characterised,
however, because the role of most animal TFs
remains unknown. The Laboratory of Systems
Biology and Genetics led by Bart Deplancke is
using a mixture of state-of-the-art experimental
and computational approaches to provide novel
insights into the function of gene regulatory net
works and to understand how network varia
tion affects molecular and organismal diversity,
using Drosophila melanogaster, mouse and
human as model systems.

Today, large-scale analysis requires time,
knowledge and computational resources that
researchers do not always have at hand. The
bioinformatics core facility of the University of
Fribourg, led by Laurent Falquet, provides support for life science researchers in any largescale biological experiment that requires bioinformatics resources. The group’s expertise and
interest lies mainly in genome and transcriptome
assembly, as well as in comparative genomics in
bacterial species, but also in a few eukaryotes,
such as yeast, date palm and ants. In addition
to its own computing infrastructure shared with
the University of Bern, the group also collabor
ates with Vital-IT, the Lausanne-based highperformance computing centre. Besides giving
workshops and training courses for researchers,
the group also helps with project planning, grant
writing, software testing and development.

The Host-Pathogen Genomics group led by
Jacques Fellay explores the genetic roots
of inter-individual differences in response
to infections, with a particular focus on the
genomic interactions between pathogens and
their human hosts. At the crossroads between
basic science and the clinical world, the group is
committed to translational research and genomic
medicine. Researchers in the Fellay group use
genome-wide association studies to search
for common genetic variants that associate
with various infections, as well as ultra-high
throughput sequencing to scan the genome and
the transcriptome for variants and transcripts
that are directly responsible for variations in
phenotypes. This kind of technology, coupled
with bioinformatics, offers insights into the
complex interplay between human genetics and
infections. Insights which will offer a greater
understanding of disease pathogenesis and help
in the development of personalized medicine.

The Statistical Genetics Group led by Zoltán
Kutalik is developing statistical tools to decipher
the genetic architecture of complex human
traits. Despite the large number of combined
Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS),
the discovered loci explain only a fraction of the
variations of highly hereditary traits. To tackle
this issue, the Statistical Genetics Group devised
various methodologies tailored to harness largescale data generated from recent advances
in genotyping, sequencing and spectroscopic
technologies. The group has built solid expertise
in integrative analysis methodologies applied
to a combination of “omics” data, which has
resulted in a greater understanding of the
genetic underpinnings of complex human traits.

The Bibliomics and Text Mining Group, led by
Patrick Ruch, is involved in semantic and text
analytics applied to biology and medicine. The
group develops text-mining solutions to support
both the annotation of biological knowledgebases and the work of biomedical professionals –
from drug designers to clinicians. More specific
ally, the group designs, develops and maintains
data analytic instruments to help domain experts
“make sense” out of their data. The main applications cover the functional annotation of gene
products and decision-support systems for clin
icians and drug designers. As an example, the
group gathers expertise to optimally process
Electronic Health Records, Clinical Trials and
Intellectual Property documents. They are also
involved in processing multilingual contents,
health and pharmaceutical industry standards,
knowledge management and Web/Social media.

The Statistical and Computational Evolutionary
Biology group, led by Daniel Wegmann, carries
out research on the evolutionary and ecological
processes which shape biological diversity today.
To do this, the group designs and evaluates
new statistical and computational approaches
which are applied to data primarily generated
from the latest sequencing approaches. The
group is currently developing what is known
as Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC),
which offers a flexible approach for parameter
inference when analytical likelihood functions
are difficult or impossible to obtain. Daniel
Wegmann and his team are very committed to
making their methods available through userfriendly software packages.

The University of Bern has a partnership with
SIB’s Vital-IT group, and researchers can access
Vital-IT’s computer and storage infrastructures
to conduct high throughput data analyses.
www.bioinformatics.unibe.ch

The Laboratory for Biomolecular Modelling offers its know-how to SIB in the field of structural
bioinformatics, by way of tools they develop for
multiscale simulations, molecular assembly and
membrane modelling. http://lbm.epfl.ch/

Recently, Bart Deplancke’s group had an article
published in Molecular Systems Biology on the
development of an approach which involved
different techniques to identify and characterise
interactions between mouse TFs and regulatory
elements. http://deplanckelab.epfl.ch/

Currently, the group supports projects involved
in RNA-Seq and microarray differential gene
expression data analysis in C. elegans and mice,
in the identification of recessive mutations in A.
thaliana and proteome clustering and ortholog/
paralog classifications in several plant species,
for example. http://www.unifr.ch/bugfri/

SIB’s 15th anniversary – our celebrations continue…

Research

Several events were organized during the year to celebrate our 15th anniversary. It all started in January with a celebration including
all SIB Members during the SIB Days. The intercantonal and interinstitutional collaboration, which is SIB’s hallmark, was then the
leitmotiv of four other events organized in Basel, Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich from September to November. Each of these events
consisted of a one-hour conference about SIB’s projects and initiatives for the future, for example, Clinical Bioinformatics. Moreover,
these gatherings allowed us to thank our partner institutes for their unwavering support and to underscore that collaboration will be
more than ever necessary in the years to come to transform the flood of data into knowledge and concrete medical applications. The
strong need to train the next generation of bioinformaticians was another message of these events. SIB was pleased to introduce
the first wave of SIB Fellowship laureates and emphasized the need to find new partnerships for the next call.

SIB – leading model for Europe’s biological data
infrastructure

The SIB Fellowship Programme
To analyse, visualize and interpret the increasing amount of life science data, there is a fast-growing need for specialized well-trained
bioinformaticians. In 2012, SIB launched its Fellowship Programme to train a selection of outstanding bioinformatics students and
promote bioinformatics research for the life sciences. Our institute received 108 applications, 50% of whom were women. Thanks to
the generous support of the University of Lausanne, the University of Geneva, the University of Zurich, the Leenaards Foundation,
the Swiss Foundation for Excellence and Talent in Biomedical Research and SystemsX.ch, six students were able to start their PhDs
in 2013 in one of the SIB groups.
The next call for applications will be in December 2014. If you are interested in supporting a PhD student and the SIB Fellowship
programme, please contact Melissa Davies, Head Partnerships & Development (melissa.davies@isb-sib.ch).
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Jannik Vollmer
I got my diploma from the University of Stuttgart in
Technical Biology, with a major in Bioinformatics and
a minor in Systems Biology and Immunology. During
my studies, I also spent time in Cape Town, South
Africa and in Cambridge, Massachusetts (USA).

Currently, for example, the group is working on a
MEDLINE search engine to provide answers to
users’ questions and a service for SIB’s SwissProt group to help extract MEDLINE information
on PTMs automatically.
http://bitem.hesge.ch/

The group is presently carrying out research
on the domestication history of date palms,
the evolutionary history of African Buffalos and
quantifying the effect of selection in humans
and several viruses. Other projects involve
the evolution of morphological characteristics,
human genetics and disease.
http://www.unifr.ch/biochem/index.php?id=790

News in brief

Switzerland’s State Secretary for Education, Research and
Innovation, Dr Mauro Dell’Ambrogio, has signed the ELIXIR
Consortium Agreement for the establishment of ELIXIR, the
European Life science Infrastructure for Biological Information.
This brings closer the time when five Member States will have
signed, and the Consortium Agreement will enter into force. The
Swiss government has committed to investing 35 million euros
over the four-year period from 2013 to 2016. This monetary
contribution is mainly provided through financial support to
SIB – the Swiss ELIXIR Node. However, the experience and
expertise of SIB are also an important part of Switzerland’s
participation; not to mention that SIB will serve as a reference
model for the construction of this European infrastructure.
Access to SIB’s bioinformatics core resources and many
other high-quality services, as well as the benefit of its solid
experience in bioinformatics training will be major assets in the
launch and success of ELIXIR.

More about our first six laureates
Christos Dimitrakopoulos

Jacques Fellay was awarded the Latsis Prize
in 2012, and the “Divisionnaire F.-K.Rünzi”
Foundation Award in 2013, for his work on infectious diseases and human genomics.
http://fellay-lab.epfl.ch/

The group is also interested in smaller-scale
local genetic research projects and has been
maintaining long-standing collaborations with the
medical community. In this respect, it plays an
instrumental role in Swiss Hepatitis C and the
European Narcolepsy Consortium.
http://www3.unil.ch/wpmu/sgg/

Prisni Rath
My basic degree is in Information Technology and
Engineering from the College of Engineering and
Technology, Bhubaneswar, India. I then completed my
Master of Science in Bioinformatics and Computational
Systems Biology at Newcastle University, in the UK.

The 2013 Chemistry Nobel Prize rewards pioneers in Molecular Modelling

Pioneer in Proteomics Award for Amos Bairoch

The 2013 Nobel Prize in chemistry has been attributed to Martin Karplus (Strasbourg and Harvard Universities), Michael
Levitt (Stanford University) and Arieh Warshel (University of Southern California) for “the development of multiscale
models for complex chemical systems”. The awarded scientists made pioneering and major contributions to the
development of computational methods to investigate the biophysics, dynamics and structure-function relationship of
biological macromolecules. In particular, by combining quantum mechanics and classical molecular mechanics, they
were able to model chemical reactions in the complex environment of large proteins. These methods are nowadays
widely used not only for basic research in biophysics, but also in drug design and protein engineering, where they
provide an important complement to experimental techniques. Indeed, theoretical modelling can be used to provide
valuable insights into molecular events that are hardly accessible experimentally, such as transition states or ultra-fast
reactions. Some of the computer programs developed by the three laureates of the 1970s, like CHARMM, are still used
extensively and continuously updated nearly 40 years later.

Amos Bairoch received the Pioneer in Proteomics Award at the EuPA
– European Proteomics Association – 2013 Scientific Meeting on
17 October in St Malo (France).

Olivier Michielin and Vincent Zoete, co-leaders of the SIB Molecular Modelling Group in Lausanne, did their PhD and
Postdoctoral studies in Martin Karplus’ labs at Strasbourg and Harvard universities. There, they developed computeraided drug design techniques, worked on the dynamic behaviour of proteins and studied the structure and the association
process of T-cell receptors (TCR) to the major histocompatibility complex. For Vincent Zoete, “working with Martin Karplus
was an exceptional scientific and human experience, and remains a continuous source of inspiration”. A significant part
of Michielin and Zoete’s work in computer-aided protein engineering of TCR for cancer immunotherapy and in silico drug
design is directly inspired by their experience in Prof. Karplus’ labs, and is currently performed using his CHARMM program.
This Nobel Prize highlights the essential role of computer simulation and bioinformatics as tools for investigating biological
processes and exploring the chemistry of life.

Malgorzata Nowicka

Franziska Gruhl

This annual Award acknowledges achievements of outstanding
importance in the field of proteomics in Europe. The Award consists of
a certificate and an honorarium of 5,000 euros, provided by the Journal
of Proteomics.

Chormosomewalk.ch now available in German
Our virtual exhibition chromosomewalk.ch is now available in German.
This wonderful tool presenting the world of genes, proteins and bioin
formatics, which is also very accessible to the layman, can now be used in
German-speaking schools and we are sure it will be highly appreciated.
www.chromosomewalk.ch

“Like” and “Follow” us!

SIB’s news can now be followed on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. Have
a look at our pages and news and help us spread the word amongst your
contacts!
@ISBSIB │ www.facebook.com/SIBbioinformatics

Gabriel Studer
I started studying computational sciences at the University of Basel.
Once I had completed my Bachelor’s degree, I continued with a
Master’s in Molecular Biology, and then a major in Computational
Biology in Torsten Schwede’s group in Basel.

What studies did you do?

I have a diploma in Computer Engineering and
Informatics, as well as a Master of Science in
Computer Science and Engineering from the
University of Patras in Greece.

Where were you before
you joined SIB?

At the University of Patras. I also spent three
I did my diploma thesis at Merrimack Pharmaceuticals
I was working as a visiting researcher in the Integrative
months as a visiting researcher at TU Delft in the
in the US, where I was working on the mechanism of
Bioinformatics (IntBio) group at Newcastle University, UK.
Netherlands, in the Delft Bioinformatics Laboratory. biphasic FGF-pathway driven signalling.

Why Switzerland?

Switzerland ranks among the top ten countries
worldwide for R&D expenditures.

I chose Switzerland because it is known for its worldclass education and academic research.

High-level research activities, world-class universities, a
motivating academic environment and a beautiful place. If
you want to combine Science and Nature, Switzerland is the
best choice!

Because of the high level of academic education and
great PhD programmes.

Switzerland offers an outstanding research network in the field of
bioinformatics which was one important aspect for my final choice
for my PhD. It also has great landscapes! And the mountains for
climbing and skiing will definitely contribute to my research!

It could be that because your home country offers such great
educational opportunities, you get a little lazy and don’t seek
opportunities elsewhere. This said, I would never regret my choice to
remain in Switzerland.

How did you become
interested in the field of
bioinformatics?

Although my Diploma and Master’s degree
were in the field of Computer Science I did my
thesis in bioinformatics. The field fascinated me
immediately, from the perspective of implementing
computational science to create biological
inferences.

I became acquainted with bioinformatics in
Stuttgart. As a student assistant in the field of
molecular modelling, my interest in Systems Biology
approaches grew. Thanks to current technologies,
elucidating the mechanisms underlying several
biological processes is becoming far easier.

Although I was an IT graduate, I was always fascinated by
biological sciences. In my engineering courses, I studied
complex algorithms and machine learning approaches to
understand biological processes – and I realized that my
inclination towards biology intersected with my aptitude for
computing sciences. Hence, bioinformatics!

I had always been interested in statistics. After my
studies, I got a chance to work at IGBMC where I
was introduced to the fascinating fields of genetics
and molecular biology – which, nowadays, are full of
mathematics, statistics and informatics!

I’m a trained biologist but have always worked on projects involving
both bioinformatics and experimental biology. I gradually became
very interested in how bioinformatics research is done, and decided
to get more training.

As one of the first participants in the computational science
programme in Basel, I was in direct contact with groups that worked
in different fields of bioinformatics.

What aroused your
interest in SIB?

SIB is one of the leading institutes in the field
of bioinformatics in Switzerland and abroad. It
supports both education (scholarships and grants)
and research (high-quality bioinformatics services).

I first heard about SIB via the Swiss-Prot/UniProt
knowledgebase. When I then heard about the
possibility of applying for a fellowship, I was
immediately excited about the opportunity.

I have followed the work of many SIB members and was
impressed by the quality of their research. So, when the
applications for this fellowship were advertised, I was
motivated to apply here.

Members of SIB conduct great research projects…

Throughout my research, I have used many databases and tools
developed by groups within SIB. The SIB PhD network also offers
many training courses and opportunities.

During my Bachelor’s degree years, I had heard about this big
mysterious thing called SIB. And I gradually realized that a lot of the
cool stuff, I was using, was actually, directly or indirectly, linked to it!

What are your hopes for
the future?

My hopes are to become a competent and wellrounded researcher, and to help others to do the
same!

I am sure that the possibilities offered to me by SIB
and ETH will enable me to pursue my PhD studies in
the best way possible.

I look forward to learning more, acquiring new skills and
putting them into practice. I hope to be able to contribute
actively, meaningfully and resourcefully to the field of
bioinformatics research and development.

I hope I will be able to contribute something to SIB,
thanks to my knowledge and my work.

I hope to learn a lot about different algorithms and strategies that will
help in the understanding of how our genome evolved and how it
controls its own complexity. I also hope to spend some great time in
Switzerland, and meet people from all over the world.

… to take a huge step forward in my personal development within a
competitive, yet friendly, environment.

I did a Master’s degree in Mathematics with a
specialization in Mathematical Statistics.

I did my Bachelor’s and Master’s studies in Heidelberg, Germany.
I carried out research projects in Heidelberg labs and spent one year
at UQDI Brisbane, Australia.

I was working at the Institute of Genetics and Molecular Save for the year spent in Australia, I was involved in projects in
Biology (IGBMC) in Strasbourg.
three different labs – COS, EMBL and UQDI – in Heidelberg.

I am from central Switzerland, and moved to Basel to further my
education.
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Eight new Group Leaders join SIB
Rémy Bruggmann

Matteo Dal Peraro

Bart Deplancke

Laurent Falquet

Jacques Fellay

Zoltán Kutalik

Patrick Ruch

Daniel Wegmann

Interfaculty Bioinformatics Unit
University of Bern

Laboratory for Biomolecular Modelling
EPFL

Laboratory of Systems Biology and Genetics
EPFL

Bioinformatics Unravelling Group
University of Fribourg

Host-pathogen genomics group
EPFL

Statistical Genetics Group
University of Lausanne

Bibliomics and Text Mining Group
University of Applied Sciences (HES-SO)

Statistical and Computational Evolutionary
Biology – University of Fribourg

The Interfaculty Bioinformatics Unit, led by Rémy
Bruggmann, provides services and expertise
to assist researchers in the three Life Science
Faculties – Science, Medicine, and VetSuisse –
in data analysis and project planning for largescale experiments (e.g., NGS). In general,
researchers do not have the knowledge
and the computational resources to conduct
large-scale data analyses. In a first step, they
discuss the project and its computational
needs with bioinformatics experts. During these
discussions, users are directed to the best
technology for their project and are advised
about how to identify appropriate tools for data
analysis, which is then carried out by Rémy
Bruggmann’s team. One of the Unit’s current
collaborations involves the biology of forgetting
in Drosophila – a SystemsX RTD project –
which is a collaborative programme among
Fribourg, Bern and the US (Reno).

The Laboratory for Biomolecular Modelling, led
by Matteo Dal Peraro, strives to understand the
physical and chemical properties of complex
biological systems, in particular, their function
defined by their structure. To address these
questions, Matteo Dal Peraro and his team are
developing a broad spectrum of computational
tools that are fully integrated with experimental
data. Multiscale models and dynamic integrative
modelling are used to investigate the assembly
and function of molecular assemblies, as
they would be in a cellular environment. One
of the group’s most recent achievements is
a swarm intelligence based method that is
able to predict the arrangement of proteins
in symmetric assemblies, and thus predict a
specific assembly’s function. This approach
was successfully applied to unveil structural and
functional details of the assembly mechanism of
the pore-forming toxin aerolysin as well as that
of the Yersinia type III secretion system.

Gene regulatory networks play a vital role in
metazoan development and function, and their
deregulation frequently account for disease.
The interactions between genes and their regu
latory transcription factors (TFs) form the basis
of gene regulatory networks; understanding
how genetic variation affects them is therefore
essential. They are still poorly characterised,
however, because the role of most animal TFs
remains unknown. The Laboratory of Systems
Biology and Genetics led by Bart Deplancke is
using a mixture of state-of-the-art experimental
and computational approaches to provide novel
insights into the function of gene regulatory net
works and to understand how network varia
tion affects molecular and organismal diversity,
using Drosophila melanogaster, mouse and
human as model systems.

Today, large-scale analysis requires time,
knowledge and computational resources that
researchers do not always have at hand. The
bioinformatics core facility of the University of
Fribourg, led by Laurent Falquet, provides support for life science researchers in any largescale biological experiment that requires bioinformatics resources. The group’s expertise and
interest lies mainly in genome and transcriptome
assembly, as well as in comparative genomics in
bacterial species, but also in a few eukaryotes,
such as yeast, date palm and ants. In addition
to its own computing infrastructure shared with
the University of Bern, the group also collabor
ates with Vital-IT, the Lausanne-based highperformance computing centre. Besides giving
workshops and training courses for researchers,
the group also helps with project planning, grant
writing, software testing and development.

The Host-Pathogen Genomics group led by
Jacques Fellay explores the genetic roots
of inter-individual differences in response
to infections, with a particular focus on the
genomic interactions between pathogens and
their human hosts. At the crossroads between
basic science and the clinical world, the group is
committed to translational research and genomic
medicine. Researchers in the Fellay group use
genome-wide association studies to search
for common genetic variants that associate
with various infections, as well as ultra-high
throughput sequencing to scan the genome and
the transcriptome for variants and transcripts
that are directly responsible for variations in
phenotypes. This kind of technology, coupled
with bioinformatics, offers insights into the
complex interplay between human genetics and
infections. Insights which will offer a greater
understanding of disease pathogenesis and help
in the development of personalized medicine.

The Statistical Genetics Group led by Zoltán
Kutalik is developing statistical tools to decipher
the genetic architecture of complex human
traits. Despite the large number of combined
Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS),
the discovered loci explain only a fraction of the
variations of highly hereditary traits. To tackle
this issue, the Statistical Genetics Group devised
various methodologies tailored to harness largescale data generated from recent advances
in genotyping, sequencing and spectroscopic
technologies. The group has built solid expertise
in integrative analysis methodologies applied
to a combination of “omics” data, which has
resulted in a greater understanding of the
genetic underpinnings of complex human traits.

The Bibliomics and Text Mining Group, led by
Patrick Ruch, is involved in semantic and text
analytics applied to biology and medicine. The
group develops text-mining solutions to support
both the annotation of biological knowledgebases and the work of biomedical professionals –
from drug designers to clinicians. More specific
ally, the group designs, develops and maintains
data analytic instruments to help domain experts
“make sense” out of their data. The main applications cover the functional annotation of gene
products and decision-support systems for clin
icians and drug designers. As an example, the
group gathers expertise to optimally process
Electronic Health Records, Clinical Trials and
Intellectual Property documents. They are also
involved in processing multilingual contents,
health and pharmaceutical industry standards,
knowledge management and Web/Social media.

The Statistical and Computational Evolutionary
Biology group, led by Daniel Wegmann, carries
out research on the evolutionary and ecological
processes which shape biological diversity today.
To do this, the group designs and evaluates
new statistical and computational approaches
which are applied to data primarily generated
from the latest sequencing approaches. The
group is currently developing what is known
as Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC),
which offers a flexible approach for parameter
inference when analytical likelihood functions
are difficult or impossible to obtain. Daniel
Wegmann and his team are very committed to
making their methods available through userfriendly software packages.

The University of Bern has a partnership with
SIB’s Vital-IT group, and researchers can access
Vital-IT’s computer and storage infrastructures
to conduct high throughput data analyses.
www.bioinformatics.unibe.ch

The Laboratory for Biomolecular Modelling offers its know-how to SIB in the field of structural
bioinformatics, by way of tools they develop for
multiscale simulations, molecular assembly and
membrane modelling. http://lbm.epfl.ch/

Recently, Bart Deplancke’s group had an article
published in Molecular Systems Biology on the
development of an approach which involved
different techniques to identify and characterise
interactions between mouse TFs and regulatory
elements. http://deplanckelab.epfl.ch/

Currently, the group supports projects involved
in RNA-Seq and microarray differential gene
expression data analysis in C. elegans and mice,
in the identification of recessive mutations in A.
thaliana and proteome clustering and ortholog/
paralog classifications in several plant species,
for example. http://www.unifr.ch/bugfri/

SIB’s 15th anniversary – our celebrations continue…

Research

Several events were organized during the year to celebrate our 15th anniversary. It all started in January with a celebration including
all SIB Members during the SIB Days. The intercantonal and interinstitutional collaboration, which is SIB’s hallmark, was then the
leitmotiv of four other events organized in Basel, Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich from September to November. Each of these events
consisted of a one-hour conference about SIB’s projects and initiatives for the future, for example, Clinical Bioinformatics. Moreover,
these gatherings allowed us to thank our partner institutes for their unwavering support and to underscore that collaboration will be
more than ever necessary in the years to come to transform the flood of data into knowledge and concrete medical applications. The
strong need to train the next generation of bioinformaticians was another message of these events. SIB was pleased to introduce
the first wave of SIB Fellowship laureates and emphasized the need to find new partnerships for the next call.

SIB – leading model for Europe’s biological data
infrastructure

The SIB Fellowship Programme
To analyse, visualize and interpret the increasing amount of life science data, there is a fast-growing need for specialized well-trained
bioinformaticians. In 2012, SIB launched its Fellowship Programme to train a selection of outstanding bioinformatics students and
promote bioinformatics research for the life sciences. Our institute received 108 applications, 50% of whom were women. Thanks to
the generous support of the University of Lausanne, the University of Geneva, the University of Zurich, the Leenaards Foundation,
the Swiss Foundation for Excellence and Talent in Biomedical Research and SystemsX.ch, six students were able to start their PhDs
in 2013 in one of the SIB groups.
The next call for applications will be in December 2014. If you are interested in supporting a PhD student and the SIB Fellowship
programme, please contact Melissa Davies, Head Partnerships & Development (melissa.davies@isb-sib.ch).
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Jannik Vollmer
I got my diploma from the University of Stuttgart in
Technical Biology, with a major in Bioinformatics and
a minor in Systems Biology and Immunology. During
my studies, I also spent time in Cape Town, South
Africa and in Cambridge, Massachusetts (USA).

Currently, for example, the group is working on a
MEDLINE search engine to provide answers to
users’ questions and a service for SIB’s SwissProt group to help extract MEDLINE information
on PTMs automatically.
http://bitem.hesge.ch/

The group is presently carrying out research
on the domestication history of date palms,
the evolutionary history of African Buffalos and
quantifying the effect of selection in humans
and several viruses. Other projects involve
the evolution of morphological characteristics,
human genetics and disease.
http://www.unifr.ch/biochem/index.php?id=790

News in brief

Switzerland’s State Secretary for Education, Research and
Innovation, Dr Mauro Dell’Ambrogio, has signed the ELIXIR
Consortium Agreement for the establishment of ELIXIR, the
European Life science Infrastructure for Biological Information.
This brings closer the time when five Member States will have
signed, and the Consortium Agreement will enter into force. The
Swiss government has committed to investing 35 million euros
over the four-year period from 2013 to 2016. This monetary
contribution is mainly provided through financial support to
SIB – the Swiss ELIXIR Node. However, the experience and
expertise of SIB are also an important part of Switzerland’s
participation; not to mention that SIB will serve as a reference
model for the construction of this European infrastructure.
Access to SIB’s bioinformatics core resources and many
other high-quality services, as well as the benefit of its solid
experience in bioinformatics training will be major assets in the
launch and success of ELIXIR.

More about our first six laureates
Christos Dimitrakopoulos

Jacques Fellay was awarded the Latsis Prize
in 2012, and the “Divisionnaire F.-K.Rünzi”
Foundation Award in 2013, for his work on infectious diseases and human genomics.
http://fellay-lab.epfl.ch/

The group is also interested in smaller-scale
local genetic research projects and has been
maintaining long-standing collaborations with the
medical community. In this respect, it plays an
instrumental role in Swiss Hepatitis C and the
European Narcolepsy Consortium.
http://www3.unil.ch/wpmu/sgg/

Prisni Rath
My basic degree is in Information Technology and
Engineering from the College of Engineering and
Technology, Bhubaneswar, India. I then completed my
Master of Science in Bioinformatics and Computational
Systems Biology at Newcastle University, in the UK.

The 2013 Chemistry Nobel Prize rewards pioneers in Molecular Modelling

Pioneer in Proteomics Award for Amos Bairoch

The 2013 Nobel Prize in chemistry has been attributed to Martin Karplus (Strasbourg and Harvard Universities), Michael
Levitt (Stanford University) and Arieh Warshel (University of Southern California) for “the development of multiscale
models for complex chemical systems”. The awarded scientists made pioneering and major contributions to the
development of computational methods to investigate the biophysics, dynamics and structure-function relationship of
biological macromolecules. In particular, by combining quantum mechanics and classical molecular mechanics, they
were able to model chemical reactions in the complex environment of large proteins. These methods are nowadays
widely used not only for basic research in biophysics, but also in drug design and protein engineering, where they
provide an important complement to experimental techniques. Indeed, theoretical modelling can be used to provide
valuable insights into molecular events that are hardly accessible experimentally, such as transition states or ultra-fast
reactions. Some of the computer programs developed by the three laureates of the 1970s, like CHARMM, are still used
extensively and continuously updated nearly 40 years later.

Amos Bairoch received the Pioneer in Proteomics Award at the EuPA
– European Proteomics Association – 2013 Scientific Meeting on
17 October in St Malo (France).

Olivier Michielin and Vincent Zoete, co-leaders of the SIB Molecular Modelling Group in Lausanne, did their PhD and
Postdoctoral studies in Martin Karplus’ labs at Strasbourg and Harvard universities. There, they developed computeraided drug design techniques, worked on the dynamic behaviour of proteins and studied the structure and the association
process of T-cell receptors (TCR) to the major histocompatibility complex. For Vincent Zoete, “working with Martin Karplus
was an exceptional scientific and human experience, and remains a continuous source of inspiration”. A significant part
of Michielin and Zoete’s work in computer-aided protein engineering of TCR for cancer immunotherapy and in silico drug
design is directly inspired by their experience in Prof. Karplus’ labs, and is currently performed using his CHARMM program.
This Nobel Prize highlights the essential role of computer simulation and bioinformatics as tools for investigating biological
processes and exploring the chemistry of life.

Malgorzata Nowicka

Franziska Gruhl

This annual Award acknowledges achievements of outstanding
importance in the field of proteomics in Europe. The Award consists of
a certificate and an honorarium of 5,000 euros, provided by the Journal
of Proteomics.

Chormosomewalk.ch now available in German
Our virtual exhibition chromosomewalk.ch is now available in German.
This wonderful tool presenting the world of genes, proteins and bioin
formatics, which is also very accessible to the layman, can now be used in
German-speaking schools and we are sure it will be highly appreciated.
www.chromosomewalk.ch

“Like” and “Follow” us!

SIB’s news can now be followed on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. Have
a look at our pages and news and help us spread the word amongst your
contacts!
@ISBSIB │ www.facebook.com/SIBbioinformatics

Gabriel Studer
I started studying computational sciences at the University of Basel.
Once I had completed my Bachelor’s degree, I continued with a
Master’s in Molecular Biology, and then a major in Computational
Biology in Torsten Schwede’s group in Basel.

What studies did you do?

I have a diploma in Computer Engineering and
Informatics, as well as a Master of Science in
Computer Science and Engineering from the
University of Patras in Greece.

Where were you before
you joined SIB?

At the University of Patras. I also spent three
I did my diploma thesis at Merrimack Pharmaceuticals
I was working as a visiting researcher in the Integrative
months as a visiting researcher at TU Delft in the
in the US, where I was working on the mechanism of
Bioinformatics (IntBio) group at Newcastle University, UK.
Netherlands, in the Delft Bioinformatics Laboratory. biphasic FGF-pathway driven signalling.

Why Switzerland?

Switzerland ranks among the top ten countries
worldwide for R&D expenditures.

I chose Switzerland because it is known for its worldclass education and academic research.

High-level research activities, world-class universities, a
motivating academic environment and a beautiful place. If
you want to combine Science and Nature, Switzerland is the
best choice!

Because of the high level of academic education and
great PhD programmes.

Switzerland offers an outstanding research network in the field of
bioinformatics which was one important aspect for my final choice
for my PhD. It also has great landscapes! And the mountains for
climbing and skiing will definitely contribute to my research!

It could be that because your home country offers such great
educational opportunities, you get a little lazy and don’t seek
opportunities elsewhere. This said, I would never regret my choice to
remain in Switzerland.

How did you become
interested in the field of
bioinformatics?

Although my Diploma and Master’s degree
were in the field of Computer Science I did my
thesis in bioinformatics. The field fascinated me
immediately, from the perspective of implementing
computational science to create biological
inferences.

I became acquainted with bioinformatics in
Stuttgart. As a student assistant in the field of
molecular modelling, my interest in Systems Biology
approaches grew. Thanks to current technologies,
elucidating the mechanisms underlying several
biological processes is becoming far easier.

Although I was an IT graduate, I was always fascinated by
biological sciences. In my engineering courses, I studied
complex algorithms and machine learning approaches to
understand biological processes – and I realized that my
inclination towards biology intersected with my aptitude for
computing sciences. Hence, bioinformatics!

I had always been interested in statistics. After my
studies, I got a chance to work at IGBMC where I
was introduced to the fascinating fields of genetics
and molecular biology – which, nowadays, are full of
mathematics, statistics and informatics!

I’m a trained biologist but have always worked on projects involving
both bioinformatics and experimental biology. I gradually became
very interested in how bioinformatics research is done, and decided
to get more training.

As one of the first participants in the computational science
programme in Basel, I was in direct contact with groups that worked
in different fields of bioinformatics.

What aroused your
interest in SIB?

SIB is one of the leading institutes in the field
of bioinformatics in Switzerland and abroad. It
supports both education (scholarships and grants)
and research (high-quality bioinformatics services).

I first heard about SIB via the Swiss-Prot/UniProt
knowledgebase. When I then heard about the
possibility of applying for a fellowship, I was
immediately excited about the opportunity.

I have followed the work of many SIB members and was
impressed by the quality of their research. So, when the
applications for this fellowship were advertised, I was
motivated to apply here.

Members of SIB conduct great research projects…

Throughout my research, I have used many databases and tools
developed by groups within SIB. The SIB PhD network also offers
many training courses and opportunities.

During my Bachelor’s degree years, I had heard about this big
mysterious thing called SIB. And I gradually realized that a lot of the
cool stuff, I was using, was actually, directly or indirectly, linked to it!

What are your hopes for
the future?

My hopes are to become a competent and wellrounded researcher, and to help others to do the
same!

I am sure that the possibilities offered to me by SIB
and ETH will enable me to pursue my PhD studies in
the best way possible.

I look forward to learning more, acquiring new skills and
putting them into practice. I hope to be able to contribute
actively, meaningfully and resourcefully to the field of
bioinformatics research and development.

I hope I will be able to contribute something to SIB,
thanks to my knowledge and my work.

I hope to learn a lot about different algorithms and strategies that will
help in the understanding of how our genome evolved and how it
controls its own complexity. I also hope to spend some great time in
Switzerland, and meet people from all over the world.

… to take a huge step forward in my personal development within a
competitive, yet friendly, environment.

I did a Master’s degree in Mathematics with a
specialization in Mathematical Statistics.

I did my Bachelor’s and Master’s studies in Heidelberg, Germany.
I carried out research projects in Heidelberg labs and spent one year
at UQDI Brisbane, Australia.

I was working at the Institute of Genetics and Molecular Save for the year spent in Australia, I was involved in projects in
Biology (IGBMC) in Strasbourg.
three different labs – COS, EMBL and UQDI – in Heidelberg.

I am from central Switzerland, and moved to Basel to further my
education.
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[BC]2 Conference

What is bioinformatics?

[BC]2 Conference 2013

Over the past 30 years, new biological research techniques, along with developments in information technology, have increased both the amount and complexity of biological data. This is why
scientists must often apply information technology to biological problems – a science called bioinformatics. Life scientists use bioinformatics to store, process and analyse large amounts of data
to advance their knowledge and understanding of biological processes. This, in turn, can lead to
scientific breakthroughs that enhance our quality of life in fields such as designing better medical
treatments or improving crop yields.

The 11 [BC] Basel Computational Biology Conference 2013 on “Computational and Biological
Perspectives on Human Genome Variation” took place on 4 and 5 July at the Congress Centre
in Basel.
th

2

Break in 2014 and new format in 2015
After 11 years of existence, [BC]2 will take a break in 2014, the time to remodel the concept of this
conference and to come back in 2015 with a brand new format!
The new format will be much like the ECCB’12 conference, which SIB organized in 2012 with
great success and which attracted over 1,200 participants. More information about the brand new
[BC]2 Conference will be provided in 2014. Meanwhile, you can already mark the dates on your
calendar: 8-10 June 2015.

SIB honours three young bioinformaticians for their outstanding research work
At the 11th [BC]2 Computational Biology Conference in Basel, SIB announced the winners of the
2013 SIB Awards. The SIB Young Bioinformatician Award and the SIB Best Graduate Paper
Award, CHF 10,000 and CHF 5,000 respectively, are given yearly by SIB to recognize excellent
young bioinformaticians.
 Young Bioinformatician Award
Annamaria Necsulea was rewarded for her work on “The
evolution of vertebrate tissue transcriptomes”. Anamaria
carried out the research leading to her award within the
Functional Evolutionary Genomics group led by Henrik
Kaessmann at the University of Lausanne.
From left to right: Charles Vejnar,
Anamaria Necsulea and Slavica Dimitrieva

About SIB www.isb-sib.ch
SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics is an academic not-for-profit foundation, recognized of public
utility and which federates bioinformatics activities throughout Switzerland. Its two-fold mission
is to provide world-class core bioinformatics resources to the life science research community at
both the national and international levels in key fields such as genomics, proteomics and systems
biology, as well as to lead and coordinate the field of bioinformatics in Switzerland.
It has a long-standing tradition of producing state-of-the-art software for the life science research
community, as well as carefully annotated databases. SIB includes 46 world-class research and
service groups that bring together over 650 researchers in the fields of proteomics, transcriptomics,
genomics, systems biology, structural bioinformatics, evolutionary bioinformatics, modelling,
imaging, biophysics and population genetics in Basel, Bern, Fribourg, Geneva, Lausanne, Lugano
and Zurich. SIB expertise is widely appreciated and its infrastructure and bioinformatics resources
are used by life science researchers worldwide.

 SIB Best Graduate Paper Award
This year we have two co-winners of the SIB Best Graduate
Paper Award. They share the cash prize of CHF 5,000.

Slavica Dimitrieva is a PhD student in the Computational Cancer Genomics Group led by Philipp
Bucher at EPFL, Lausanne. She has been studying the vertebrate ultraconserved non-coding
elements (UCNEs) which is one of the major mysteries in current biology and was honoured
for her thesis: “Genomic context analysis reveals a dense interaction network among vertebrate
ultraconserved non-coding elements”.

Bioinformatics Resource Portal

More than 130 bioinformatics
resources for life science
researchers worldwide, such as:

Charles Vejnar did his PhD under the supervision of Evgeny Zdobnov at the University of Geneva,
and is now a Postdoc at Yale University (USA) in the Giraldez Lab. Charles was rewarded for his
thesis: “miRmap: Comprehensive prediction of microRNA target repression strength”.

• Translate
• ProtParam
• SWISS-MODEL
• STRING
• PROSITE
• neXtProt
• SwissRegulon
• UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
• ViralZone
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Editorial

SIB deserves our support

Progress in life science research requires long years
of collaboration and exchanges of expertise among
institutions, research groups and scientists. These
long years of hard work often go largely unnoticed by
the general public until major breakthroughs illustrate
how these efforts contribute to improving our lives.
In just the last five months, some clear examples
made the role of bioinformatics more obvious and
understandable. SIB and bioinformatics have, for
instance, entered the lives of pregnant women through
the success and commercialization of the first Swiss
non-invasive prenatal test allowing detection of the
most frequent trisomies from a mother’s blood sample.
This is just one concrete example of how bioinformatics can make a direct contribution
to health and well-being. And given SIB’s many collaborations with the academic and
industrial worlds, more examples will certainly follow in the near future. The importance
of bioinformatics has also taken on a European dimension as Switzerland has just
signed the ELIXIR International Consortium Agreement. The European Life Science
Infrastructure for Biological Information has now passed from the preparatory phase to
reality and SIB, as ELIXIR’s Swiss node, will play a key role in this project and in the
future of Life Sciences.

Last June, the SIB Foundation Council welcomed a
new President. Senator Felix Gutzwiller – member of
the Council of States at the Swiss Parliament where
he chairs the Committee for Science, Education and
Culture – has accepted this commitment with great
pleasure and enthusiasm.

Bioinformatics integrates great hopes for health improvement and also for other Grand
Challenges faced by our society, such as food and energy production, sustainability
and environmental protection. Recently, pioneers in Molecular Modelling were awarded
a Nobel Prize, perhaps this is a sign that such disciplines are gaining recognition in the
scientific community and perhaps this Nobel Prize is only the first of many in the field
of bioinformatics!
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Felix Gutzwiller received a medical degree from the
University of Basel in 1974 and did post-graduate training
at both Harvard University and Johns Hopkins University.
He received his PhD in Public Health from Johns Hopkins
University in 1981.
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He has received many honours and awards over the
years in the health profession. From 1988 to 2013, he has
been Professor at, and Director of, the Institute of Social
and Preventive Medicine at the University of Zurich. Felix
Gutzwiller’s extensive experience across the full spectrum of
the health sciences field, as well as his role within the Swiss
Parliament, will be of significant value to our Institute, as he
indicated in the following interview.

Swiss Bioinformatics: Why did you accept this role as President of the SIB
Foundation Council, with such spontaneity and enthusiasm?

Since its creation 15 years ago, SIB has always been a visionary institute and, as such,
one of its missions has been the training of the next generation of bioinformaticians.
Our efforts towards the implementation of the SIB Fellowship programme have begun
to bear fruit. Thanks to the support of generous partners, six students, selected on an
international level, were able to start their PhDs within our various groups this year.
Another concrete example of what can be achieved through the pooling of skills and
resources. But we need more partners who understand the need for, and importance
of, attracting and training more brilliant students in the future.
The students who joined SIB this year were officially introduced during the local events
organized for our Institute’s 15th anniversary. During these events, we had the pleasure
of thanking our partner institutions for their unwavering support and we were pleased to
present the core projects on which our groups are currently working. These celebrations
were a successful and well-received demonstration of all the expertise concentrated
within a single institute and of the great potential for intercantonal, interinstitutional and
international collaboration. The future of research lies in interdisciplinary exchanges
and combined know-how and expertise, as emphasized by Senator Felix Gutzwiller,
the recently elected President of SIB’s Foundation Council.

Dec. 2013

Felix Gutzwiller: Today, bioinformatics is inevitably linked to the medical field
and I am myself very actively involved in this domain. What is more, the
combination of informatics and the life sciences is just so captivating because
it offers so many possibilities! SIB is a model for Switzerland as it manages
to coordinate and unite all the available forces and expertise of the diverse
Swiss schools of higher education, and it definitely deserves to be supported.
SB: What possibilities will SIB offer to Swiss research and to the future?
FG: I think that the future of research lies in interdisciplinary exchanges and
combined know-how and expertise. That is what SIB has already been doing
for 15 years. All the expertise present at SIB is the result of the hard work of
researchers within different Swiss institutions and from different fields. SIB has not only a firm footing within
the academic community; it also has very strong links and collaborations with industry. SIB is a model for
Switzerland. We absolutely need to bring all the stakeholders together – academia, industry, education and
all medical professionals – to boost progress and head for new breakthroughs.
SB: How will you support SIB and help the Institute achieve its missions?
FG: My experience in the medical field and my position within the Swiss parliament are combined assets for SIB.
Just as life sciences cannot do without data processing, progress in research is not possible without financial
and political support. Swiss politicians must understand how important bioinformatics is for the life sciences, and
support this discipline in many ways: by making sure that the funding of the Institute will be sustainable and by
enacting laws that encourage scientific progress. I will be SIB’s voice in the parliament to increase politicians’
knowledge of bioinformatics and to help organize education and research in the life sciences.
SB: Based on your experience, how does the future of life science research look? Where will the core focus be?

The end of amniocentesis thanks to bioinformatics?
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FG: Health will unquestionably be the focal point of life science research. And as I said, bioinformatics is a
fascinating field which offers wonderful possibilities. Today, the wealth of data produced in the genetic field
along with all the other types of data regarding human beings must be used to achieve more personalized
medical treatments. For this, all life science disciplines will need to collaborate and combine their expertise
so that we can understand the person as a whole and offer patients more appropriate treatments. Clinical
bioinformatics is a field we need to support.

A phenomenal evolution

IFH

In 2013 alone, eight new groups joined SIB. The evolution of our Institute since its creation – from five to
46 research and service groups – reflects the growing need and role of bioinformatics in life sciences. And
along with the growth of its community, SIB’s range of core resources, expertise and support is also growing.
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Genesupport and Fasteris, a DNA sequencing service, both members of Medisupport, a
network of laboratories specialized in diagnostics, and SIB developed the first Swiss
non-invasive prenatal test.

Institutional members:
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lausanne (EPFL)
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zurich (ETHZ)
• University of Basel
• University of Bern
• University of Fribourg
• University of Geneva
• University of Lausanne
• Università della Svizzera italiana, Lugano
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• University of Zurich
• Geneva School of Business Administration (HEG)
• Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research (LICR)
• Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical
Research (FMI)
• Geneva Bioinformatics (GeneBio) SA
• Hewlett Packard
A full list of SIB research projects can be found at:
www.isb-sib.ch/research/projects

SIB | Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
Quartier Sorge
Bâtiment Génopode
CH-1015 Lausanne
Switzerland
t +41 21 692 40 50
f +41 21 692 40 55
www.isb-sib.ch

Named Prendia, this test is based on “new generation” technologies and is the first
that allows detection of more than 99% of the most frequent trisomies (trisomies 21,
18 and 13) in the foetus, as well as some structural abnormalities from a sample
of the mother’s blood. This is an innovative prenatal diagnostic method, which
complements usual tests and which, unlike invasive methods such as amniocentesis
and chorionic villous sampling, entails no risk of miscarriage.
Swiss Bioinformatics is written by SIB Communications
with contributions from SIB Members.
Editors: Irène Perovsek and Vivienne Baillie Gerritsen
Design and layout: Design-Meyer

The SIB group Vital-IT developed the algorithm which allows for a robust and
early detection of chromosome aberrations, both in terms of number (trisomies)
and structure (structural aberrations). “This test is a very concrete example of how
bioinformatics can make a direct contribution to health”, says Prof. Ioannis Xenarios,
Director of Vital-IT Group.
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